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About This Content

Welcome to Lost Contact, the fourth add-on content pack for Alien: Isolation, returning to the epic Salvage Mode.

Trapped in deep space on board Sevastopol, you'll need to explore the station to complete objectives and survive. Can you evade
your enemies across ten waves of challenges, or will you take them head-on?

- The second all new Salvage Mode map, featuring the Lorenz Private Wards and the Emergency Power Plant.
- Play as fan-favourite Axel and equip yourself with the Revolver and Boltgun.

- Try to survive encounters with Working Joes, other humans and the terrifying Alien itself.
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Title: Alien: Isolation - Lost Contact
Genre: Action
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Creative Assembly, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
SEGA, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 10 Feb, 2015
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (32bit)

Processor: 3.16Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo E8500

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB (AMD Radeon HD 5550 or Nvidia GeForce GT 430)

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian
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Play if you liked choose-your-own-adventure books. Or even if you didn't. Play if you like both video games and reading. Play
if you admire well-done storytelling and intricate plots, or RPGs that react to your choices.

256/10 would get ripped up by a manticore, pickpocketed by a crazy gnome, and shoved down a sewer drain again. This is a
flawed game and one of the most frustrating dungeon crawlers I've played.
- Frustrating controls, even the first wall jump in the game leaves you baffled
- Frustrating movement,stupid gravity settings on the player make you feel like a ton weight
- Frustrating to break simple objects, why does it take so many hits?
- Frustrating combat, why is the weapon so weak? Does it get stronger, who cares?
- Frustrating music that doesn't suit the game and is grating after 30 seconds

What is meant to be funny or quirky is actually just kinda dumb, what is meant to be 'challenging' is actually just poor design
that hasn't been looked at properly. I am honestly surprised that the game is not priced at £29.99, it's the kind of decision I
would expect from the kids who made this game. At £0.79 you can try it yourself, then try punching a wall, see which is more
entertaining.. If you enjoy playing the Puzzle Quest franchise of games developed by Infinite Interactive, this purchase is simply
a no-brainer! Match 3 meets Role-Playing Game. If you enjoyed Bejeweled Twist, this is the game for you. Only thing different
is that, this game adds RPG Elements

Pros
Puzzle
Bejeweled twist feel
Nice rpg element

Cons
Bad Ui
Repetitive
Grindy
Game crashes
Bad design choices (why do I exit levels after I beat them and they have to replay them). A great Ys game worth the price now if
only number 5 would come to steam. Very, very, addictive. So addictive that interruptions will make you grumpy.. I'd say it was
a good game for its time, but this game is seriuosly oudated now even playing in the highest settings. Nothing special here
Definitely not worth £8. Probably worth £2 no more, so get it on sale. The camera can be difficult to manouver at times and
getting around the maps isn't easy. if it wasn't for that it would be a small improvement on the interface aspect of the game.
Having played through a couple missions i noticed that there are limited unit types which doesn't help the tactical side of the
game, but dont forget this game is almost a decade old! Definitely worth a go for £2.. I am actually really disappointed in this
game. And you may be thinking (oh well why do you have so many hours than?). Lemme tell you way. Back in like 2014 or
some crap. This game was the best free soccer game in the steam market. (for me atleast). one of the things that was amazing
about this game was the size. It was pretty small. Which means you knew almost everybody that played the game that was good.
Sometimes they even joined your game. But now, they disabled all of the servers and you can even play the game! If i had a
time machine I would go back and not only save the world from the end of humanity itself when it comes to the point when US
and North Korea go ahead and start bombing each other, but also go and play this game. I really wish we could play this game
again. 3/10 (I rated it more than 0/10 because of the memories of the game).. I absolutely loved it! A lot of people complained
about the story being mired in financial plot, but really it was just the net that connected the overall story together. To me it was
all about the connection and feelings between the reader and the characters, and the journey that brought them to the end. I felt
their angst, their despair (especially Hal's) and I felt their relief, and elation. For an idealist and dreamer like myself, the ending
was so perfect, right up until this very last frame. Just simply amazing. Isuna Hasekura, once again your storytelling is the master
of my heart haha. Well done! <3

There's everything to love about this kinetic visual novel. It's deep, the characters develop and grow, the economic aspect is
intriguing, it's exciting, there are a ton of hours of reading and story, the visuals are stunning and the music is tailored to the
overall mood of each scene.. there's just not enough I can articulate as to why this is the best VN on steam :)
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An interesting framing device doesn't make up for a lack of content. 15 minutes of vaguely interesting philosophical wank.. I'm
really enjoying this game, love the variety of weapons and environments, definitely would recommend. Not for the easilly
triggered... that's for sure! But overall this game is just as fun as it is frusterating, each level brings on a different challenge yet
all of them want to make you pull you're hair out. \ud83d\ude00 Definetally get this game!. This game is amazing! Too difficult,
though.But I still can't wait for the prequel's release today, even though I don't know when.-Morton. Is a pretty decent
experience although the game should be at the early access stage.
Crimson Metal perfectly combined the atmosphere of Quake and Doom. I highly recommend this game for those who love old
fps especially if is on sale.
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